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m

We describe the enviroment required for a fine frequential
labelling; i.e., the code aid the operation system resorted to.
We also show'how it is possible to devise a systan that is
capable of assisting an autmatic labelling system.

m

Certain problens, corrected to Acoustic-Piuwetic Decoding,

call both for the elaboration of somatic Pimletic Data Bases
(APIB) and —-if ally to constitute reference systems— for tieir
labelling. Within the scope of tie "Spoken Comnmication"
G.R.E.C.O. ((NRS Coordinated Research Crap), various nutmlly
cu'Iplanenting approaches to labelling have been retained; e.g.',
broad, fine (both tarporal and frequential) [l], [2], [3],
rmmtive phonetic transcription, etc.. In'the present article,
we describe the "environnmt" required for a fine frequmtial
labellim;.i.e., tie code and operation system resorted to. we
also show how, thadcs both to manual labelling and to an APDB, it
is possible to devise a system that is capable of assisting an
wtamtic fine frequential labelling. In order to do this, we use
phonetic units to set up a correspondence between strips of both
3m]. and spectrum, so tint information itens --that-are useful
tobotblearrdngardsssesmitprocedurercminduetinebe
extracted.

IL'BIKXISI’ICW

The first step, in fine frequential labellirg, consists in
acidevim a spectral analysis of the vocal signal. Tie nodule of
somatic processing, we have on iand, is derived from a filter
bank [4] : it yields spectrun in decibels on a 24-dannel MEL
scale. One spectral sanple corresponds to a 128-dot wirdow of
analyzed signal; therefore, over a air-scion of 8 ms. at a 16 kHz
sanpling frequency. In practice, this is the me analysis we use,
fiw we have on land other metinds -e.g.., FFl‘, Cepstrun,

In order both to interpret aid ida'ltify the sigml, the
expertmkesuseof seversltypesofparaneters:

-instantaneous values of: i)signal energy in dB (measured
imadiately after pie-stressing due to the earmdel),
ii)fomants, iii)spectra1 cues [5] and iv)furdmmtal frequency.

-tamoral evolution both of the above pamters and of- the
Cmtimnis/Discontimtxis cue that measures the spectral
derivative.

Once the parametrization systen is specified, there remains
to define tieunit which the smart is going to work with. The
unit we retained is tie havozeneais infra-phmemic segmmt. At
this level, processing is attirely automated.
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The ‘ bandaries of the imageneous-segumt unit are
determined throtgh a segmenting function, caiputed on tie basis
of the overall variation of tie acoustic and prosodic cues

--using a modified version of delta coding [6]. A boudsry is
automatically set, whenrwer tie segmenting function happens to
erased a certain threshold value —tiuit is variable and
thereasiigwithtime—orwheneverthe unitexceedséOms. in
duration. 'lhe mic, tins obtained, is bound to raisin smaller
tinnthepimmie,whatevertievaluereacimbytiesegmting

function. i

mummmmm

labelling consists in placing a set of codes, either

directly onto the signal in tin case of tumorsl labelling» 01'
onto the spectrogram in the case of frequential labelling. T112
enoim, the tanporal damin is still favored by phonetic-Jana: the
raw signal is devoid of mthenatical processing, that is an

unfailing stance of alterations. Nevertieless, we chose spectral
reading: ' V '

-mtieonehsrd,wit}dnaspectm,piamasmhasnasal
nurmr or friction can both be detected,

-on the otier hard, tie simulated definition of W
segments renders tie phonetician's task easier.

Thecodestobeplacedcancmcernawible amt [21013
again, they can be used to spot events accurately [l]- 01‘
approach is semtwide: the expert places a set of 18,1215
-winse definition is underpinned by a phonetic mdel— at the
bourdaries of the "stitamtic" segnmts, defined above.

III.1 Tin Systu of Coda;

III.l.l Definition of label Vector-Couponents

Acoustic, phonetic ard syllable propertia are characterized
throuzh a label vector that is made up of several W“!
placed according to a previously set positional order. lhe SYBW‘
of codes consists of six different classes; five of which“? 9“
and only one allowed to vary:

-twoc1asses—nncm-class,Cl, ardpixneme optima-am
at pl'DtBIE characterization,

. -Uso other classes, Imrre closely related to tie W
eemc,1e1pinmherspeciryimc1amaam.mclw
dealing with somatic phonetic mdality, 03, is left .to “a"
(1'e°9 several simultarmus descriptive adjectives are allowed)-
Class or consists of contextual attributes, all coined to give
an account of co-articulation phemnaia.

-a further class —scoustic' phases, (Ii—sets seams!“ in
sequence within a given phoneme realization,

-s final class, (5, supplies information at the syllable

Se 94.4.1

level, dependim; upon tie position occupied by a syllable within

larger cornepuial entities; e.g., word, wordgmup, phrase.

lstusmvtakeupeadlsmh class, intie ordertheexpert

follows while labelling:

Cl: there-(Haas

We recognize ten distinct recto-classes:

Vowel (V), Nasal Vowel (M), Said-vowel (H), Liquid (1.) covering

/1[ std /r/, Nasal Caisonant (N). Voiceless Occlusive (o), Voiced
Occlusive (O), Voiceless Fricstive (S), Voiced Fricative (Z) and

Silence (P).

(2: m Orbs
These codes take after the Internatimal Piuietic

Alphabet (IPA), which are not available on CW2! keyboards;

up, Is] coded m, h/ coded 0, etc.
Class Cl is redmdant, with respect to the plume

code (2; indeed, it is aiitountically generated by the system,

visiieva' tie expert identifies a pimeme.

(3: Aomstic Phase .

This comment describe the temoral unfoldimz of

mm segnmts within a given phcmeme: one: or
Establishnent phase (B), Sustained or Steady phase (1') and Coda

or Haseout (O). 'lhese three phases are applied systamtically to
both ornaments and vowels.

W: WAttrlhltu

These describe how contextual events concur with or,

sometimes even, prevail over the expected realization of a

m; stakim phanmna that after mre properly pertain to

Phonology. The cases met often emountered are: A for

Mmunr (e.z., final 19/), R for Substituting, I for

Insert, 1? for lbrging.

5: Sylldile Marlboro
Tiese codes are defined over non-coupler phrases that

are cmsidered in a twofold tamer:

110m tie axis of structural counlexity: Phrase (P),

Grimm-d (c), syllable (I, s, r, M),
110112 the lexical axis: L for lexical word, 0 for

T001 or Grannatical word.
An additional distinction is made between mn- (M, N)

M Pluri-syllabic (L, 0) words. Bunnies:
PL: first syllable within a phrase tint begins with a

lad-C81 word consisting of more titan just one syllable,
(24: first syllable within a wrdmm that begins with

a lexical word cmsisting of more than just one syllable,

11.: first syllable within a lexical word.

M 0- L

o

05: lhdality of Mitotic:
Acoustic or articulatory mdality specifies souls of

the 1"Mid: features pertaining to a mam-class (loss and/or

additim and/or alteration of acoustic features). Since the field

of Wit? 18 open to variability, it is possible to choose

“W a timber of descriptive adjectives: Oral (o), Vocalic (V),

chm (G). Nasal (in, mm (c), Unvoiced (5), Semi' (2),
mm ('0. Hum (x). Fricative (P), Palatalized (r), Affricate

Se 94.4.2

(2), Aspdrate (ll), Noisy (B). This list is by no mans
exhaustive, and can be updated should new mistic feauires

becoue pertinent.

Defining and placing these label-convomnts appeared, at

first, rather to be a matter of interpretation than one of

description. ibwever, little by little, tiers began to energe a

umber of steady conventiom, likely to sustain a sore constmt

phonetic interpretation of somatic facts; tins resulting in a

type of labelling that is sore descriptive than interpretative.

Still, classes (:1, (2 and ‘(3 can be oomidered as belonging
rather to the descriptive type, wl'iereas OS aid (5 are ddinitely

mre subjective std are, tierefore, a nutter of interpretation.

More specifically, Acoustic Piese (C3) is:
-at times, descriptive, and this is tie was both of

discontinmus vowels aid of discontimous cmsomnts, both fairly

easily opened to sezmting rules,

-at otier tines interpretative, and this is the case

-delicate, if anything— of sani-vmels, over which tie melon

of phase applies with trulyextreme difficulties.

III.l.2 Verifying tie labels

Errors, in irplanmtim both tie syntax aid tie senantics of
labellirg, can intervene in the course of mtual labelling.

Therefore, it is newssarv to check tie partially applied labels,

at least for proper syntax.

The procedure is run in three steps:

-Since tie label vector is a pre-defined structure of

cmiponents both belonring to a finite set of values and obeying

to a strict positional order, it is procedurally mible to

shed: that the value, specifically assigned to a caiponent, does

belong to tie appropriate set of definition of such values. This

typing mistake, width necessarily cause improper labels to be

entered, can be automatically detected aid the! renoved.

-Witidn the terporal sequence, while shifting from one label

to the text, choice of value is not arbitrary; indeed, it is

subjected to sets of rules respectively applying to the different

type of camonmts. aiccessive values are mt drawn, from one

such set, in a random order. lius, for examle, wien labelling

for acoustic phase (altimgh, in practice, labelling order is

sccross all class-defining sets to formulate one label at a

time), secumcessudias {301'} or [BTOE], ..., overoreard

tie sane piniene, are strictly prohibited.

Tie process rule can be synbolized thrpuzh the following

Ukewise, sequendng syllable codes within phrase stnicture

can be mad by a similar aiitmatm. Moles of syllable

coding from tie corpus .of the G.R.E.C.O.'s Database of sounds

[7]:

ALORS LA BISE S‘ EST HISE A SOUFFLER DE TOUTE SA FORCEJ

J!I H Jl‘

'poneun eunorl. noun GNi‘D non

-The third verification step bears upon mnslamlcmpaagbility

re
mtieccmpotmtsmkinguponeardtiesm ,m

particularly, on carbinations involving (ll-(243. Unauthorized

cadainations are those involving either a redndant nodality

(Ex.: ,W); i.e.,vwel V—Oral modality) or a contradictory" one

(Bin: by definition, macro-class "0' excludm Oral mdality (1 ).
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mummmmm

labelling consists in placing a set of codes, either

directly onto the signal in tin case of tumorsl labelling» 01'
onto the spectrogram in the case of frequential labelling. T112
enoim, the tanporal damin is still favored by phonetic-Jana: the
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and only one allowed to vary:
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level, dependim; upon tie position occupied by a syllable within

larger cornepuial entities; e.g., word, wordgmup, phrase.

lstusmvtakeupeadlsmh class, intie ordertheexpert

follows while labelling:
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These codes take after the Internatimal Piuietic

Alphabet (IPA), which are not available on CW2! keyboards;

up, Is] coded m, h/ coded 0, etc.
Class Cl is redmdant, with respect to the plume

code (2; indeed, it is aiitountically generated by the system,

visiieva' tie expert identifies a pimeme.

(3: Aomstic Phase .

This comment describe the temoral unfoldimz of

mm segnmts within a given phcmeme: one: or
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W: WAttrlhltu
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sometimes even, prevail over the expected realization of a

m; stakim phanmna that after mre properly pertain to

Phonology. The cases met often emountered are: A for

Mmunr (e.z., final 19/), R for Substituting, I for

Insert, 1? for lbrging.

5: Sylldile Marlboro
Tiese codes are defined over non-coupler phrases that

are cmsidered in a twofold tamer:

110m tie axis of structural counlexity: Phrase (P),

Grimm-d (c), syllable (I, s, r, M),
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05: lhdality of Mitotic:
Acoustic or articulatory mdality specifies souls of

the 1"Mid: features pertaining to a mam-class (loss and/or

additim and/or alteration of acoustic features). Since the field

of Wit? 18 open to variability, it is possible to choose

“W a timber of descriptive adjectives: Oral (o), Vocalic (V),

chm (G). Nasal (in, mm (c), Unvoiced (5), Semi' (2),
mm ('0. Hum (x). Fricative (P), Palatalized (r), Affricate

Se 94.4.2

(2), Aspdrate (ll), Noisy (B). This list is by no mans
exhaustive, and can be updated should new mistic feauires

becoue pertinent.

Defining and placing these label-convomnts appeared, at

first, rather to be a matter of interpretation than one of

description. ibwever, little by little, tiers began to energe a

umber of steady conventiom, likely to sustain a sore constmt

phonetic interpretation of somatic facts; tins resulting in a

type of labelling that is sore descriptive than interpretative.

Still, classes (:1, (2 and ‘(3 can be oomidered as belonging
rather to the descriptive type, wl'iereas OS aid (5 are ddinitely

mre subjective std are, tierefore, a nutter of interpretation.

More specifically, Acoustic Piese (C3) is:
-at times, descriptive, and this is tie was both of

discontinmus vowels aid of discontimous cmsomnts, both fairly

easily opened to sezmting rules,

-at otier tines interpretative, and this is the case

-delicate, if anything— of sani-vmels, over which tie melon

of phase applies with trulyextreme difficulties.

III.l.2 Verifying tie labels

Errors, in irplanmtim both tie syntax aid tie senantics of
labellirg, can intervene in the course of mtual labelling.

Therefore, it is newssarv to check tie partially applied labels,

at least for proper syntax.

The procedure is run in three steps:

-Since tie label vector is a pre-defined structure of

cmiponents both belonring to a finite set of values and obeying

to a strict positional order, it is procedurally mible to

shed: that the value, specifically assigned to a caiponent, does

belong to tie appropriate set of definition of such values. This

typing mistake, width necessarily cause improper labels to be

entered, can be automatically detected aid the! renoved.

-Witidn the terporal sequence, while shifting from one label

to the text, choice of value is not arbitrary; indeed, it is

subjected to sets of rules respectively applying to the different

type of camonmts. aiccessive values are mt drawn, from one

such set, in a random order. lius, for examle, wien labelling

for acoustic phase (altimgh, in practice, labelling order is

sccross all class-defining sets to formulate one label at a

time), secumcessudias {301'} or [BTOE], ..., overoreard

tie sane piniene, are strictly prohibited.

Tie process rule can be synbolized thrpuzh the following

Ukewise, sequendng syllable codes within phrase stnicture

can be mad by a similar aiitmatm. Moles of syllable

coding from tie corpus .of the G.R.E.C.O.'s Database of sounds

[7]:

ALORS LA BISE S‘ EST HISE A SOUFFLER DE TOUTE SA FORCEJ

J!I H Jl‘

'poneun eunorl. noun GNi‘D non

-The third verification step bears upon mnslamlcmpaagbility

re
mtieccmpotmtsmkinguponeardtiesm ,m

particularly, on carbinations involving (ll-(243. Unauthorized

cadainations are those involving either a redndant nodality

(Ex.: ,W); i.e.,vwel V—Oral modality) or a contradictory" one

(Bin: by definition, macro-class "0' excludm Oral mdality (1 ).
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111.2 112 (tundra Syste-

III.2.1 Tre Spectrogram Editor

Labels placed by an expert are mobile-acquired marks to a

spectrogran editor. This software makes it possible to listen to

the signal, to view it, to display the corresponding spectrogram,

as well as tie various cue curves —viewsble with or without

zoom, to watch both formant values std fmdamental frequency, ...

SudI a system offers two major advantages:

a)Default labelling is necessarily infrawrmendc, since the

labelling agalt must set his/her/its view of reality in

correspondence with the autumdcallv determined segments; that

is, in the case of fine labelling. Tie system is capable, as

well, restrictively to deal with onlv phoneme designation;

labelling over classes Cl and (2 only. Thls it is possible to

label broadly (Likewise, it would be possible to mtrate on

supra-omnic Imits; e.g., diphona). _

b)'1‘he editor can handle any system of codes. 'lwo other

system are, at present, being used within the scope of specific

studies (foreign languages [8] and phrase culpladty [9]). Auser

has only to specify the structure of the wanted label vector, the

set ofcodes tobeusedbyead'ttypeofconponentani, ofcmlrse,

their syntax within a given datastructure.

111.2.2 Verification Procedure

Once labelling is over, a verification procedure is

initiated on labels. Procedures, defined on the basis of concepts

mentioned earlier (See III.l.l supra), supply an opportunity for

a correction that is interactive with the user. Such a module

ensures both a quality- and a reliability-cmtrol of the labels

produced for t're database.

111.2.3 Pecapitulating brawls

In order to label, the aperthas on hand:

-signal that can be both viewed and listeled to,

-dnforration items, disolayed as spectrogram and curves.

Description of these item: (of. Figure 1)

From left to right, we can see:

-N, the spectrun sanple nunber,

-W, the signal's clergy in (13, with an evolution curve

vs. tine,
W segments -whose boundaries are

mterialized by a umber of "<"- are semred through sutonated

segrmtation.

-the 8 ms. skeleton spectrun,

-the was, mentioned supra, displayed as histogram,

-the segmenting mm, properly speaking, that the

expert places in compondence with Marsala segue-It (A very

high proportion of autaIatically delivered hoIIogaIeous segments

get one such mark).

Various wan-pictures (mes, 5111131,...) are available, by

request, m graphic screen. '

malaumsrm-nnmcmmummc

We now look at had labelling is closely knit in the

elaboration of an APIB.

IV.lSettirgupanAHB

IV. 1 . 1 Information Retained

In order to Inset the goals, entailsi in setting up a system
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that delivers mounted fine frequential labelling, the necessary

APIB trust, in the course of carnal labelling (system priming),
asaanble all the required infatuation; nanely, information

alcoupassing all processing. phases, from the physics of vocal

signal to sophisticated linguistic notions.

Two kinds of information, hour-Net, should be distinguisled:

-Qlantitative data: signal sanples, spectral samples,

prosodic paraneters (cf. 5 II above) and infrawhmemic semen:

botmdaries.

Qualitative data: labels corresponding to linguistic

conceptual events that the expert detects in tin course of Inamal

labelling.
All such infatuation is woven into tfe APB, thanks to a

mmgement systan [10]..

IV.1.2 Relatiom

Tie managemmt system aims at tying together the various

types of infatuation, described above.

Ihmnzh a m datmtructute, various kinds of data become

associated. For ample: signal block rubber, spectrun sanple

rurber, label vectors as placed by expert... Tins, thanks to

semantic links, itans of syubolic infatuation (phrmetic concepts)
become associated with itens of somatic quantitative information

(spectnm, signal). In fact, this linking correspmdenoe is one

of tie most crucial probleus facing phonetic decoding. At least,

this is an important asslnption that the database schema we

propose, attenpts to meet. Moreover, since users need to' retrieve

phonetic concepts from any context, it because useful to weave

relations between the context that is being aramined and other

previous or submlmt contexts.

Ttus, for exmple, given s'phmene it is possible to find

out:
-its realized occurrence anmg blocks in the signal file.

f -its occur-race within the centi-seconds of the spectnm

ile,

-its phonetic context, both prior ani posterior,

-its next realization within the sane file.

The latter two types of relatio‘m are systematically created

for each label vector conponent. This retrieval schane, and the

set of links 1: mtails, lies at the very base of any W
consultation.

IV.2 Canada; the APB

In order to learn an automate! labelling systen. teval
of cmtents from various types of file is imperative (e-SH
physical sounds, spectrun, labels 13pm from expertise. ...).
Therefore, to the effect of facilitating new @1311d
—i.e., learnirg procedures- we designed a retrieval syten '10

reach all infatuation elaborated Eran the vocal signal. This type

of consultation is mde possible, dunks to the semntic links

that an... access both to mite pro-defined through labeuixs and
to relations between various datatypes. 11118. it W
realistic to set up referams such as:

mean value of energy parameter over realizations of pram

/i/ within a given corpus, utters! by a given speaker.
-mean value. of fricative formnt over realizations Of

P-class vowels (displaying tin fricative mdality),
wean value of energy parameter over all 1' phases (awaited

portion) of all occlusives within corpus,
-etc.
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At present. we have available an initial aooustic—plmetic

database, labelled for 10 speakers (7 mles, 3 femaleS)- ’me
cormses used are:
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-connected digits and logatans CVCVCV, both for C.N.E.T.

Agreamt [ll], , '

-continuous speech: "la Bise et le soleil", for G.R.E.C.0.,'

for a total of 13000 phonemes, labelled.
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The goal we set for ourselves is to help the phmetician's

expert work. We mean either to sutouatize certain tasks or to

furtIer the degree of autanatization, already achieved within the

pre-segmmtatim nodule that yields lumgenews segments. ,

As an initial step, we limit our scope to the identification

of both phoneme (C2) and mdality ((5) calpmmts of a label

vector. In the way of systan input, we already have a normative

phoIIetic transcription and a set of quantitative items of

infestation (spectrun, signal) cmceming any sequence we wish to

label. Fran this transcription, we contmplate both introducing

autarated ’aligment procedures [12], [13], [14], [15] and

cowering these with procedures that segment for events [16]. ’

By automatically placing boundaries, such procedures should

make it possible to delimit phoneme. Mearwldle, for the purpose

of fine labelling, it is equally advantageous to add procedures

for extracting acoustic and phonetic features (05).

Specifications for this phase must include:

-not only a strategy of expert labelling [17], [18], [19],

-but also learning results delivered by statistical modules,

when these are run on a base of already labelled data.

For the time being, thesystan is devised both to validate

labels, arrl as a tool serving expertise. Naif, we mean to

formalize our results, with a view to elaborating an automated

interactive labelling sytem.
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111.2 112 (tundra Syste-

III.2.1 Tre Spectrogram Editor

Labels placed by an expert are mobile-acquired marks to a

spectrogran editor. This software makes it possible to listen to

the signal, to view it, to display the corresponding spectrogram,

as well as tie various cue curves —viewsble with or without

zoom, to watch both formant values std fmdamental frequency, ...

SudI a system offers two major advantages:

a)Default labelling is necessarily infrawrmendc, since the

labelling agalt must set his/her/its view of reality in

correspondence with the autumdcallv determined segments; that

is, in the case of fine labelling. Tie system is capable, as

well, restrictively to deal with onlv phoneme designation;

labelling over classes Cl and (2 only. Thls it is possible to

label broadly (Likewise, it would be possible to mtrate on

supra-omnic Imits; e.g., diphona). _

b)'1‘he editor can handle any system of codes. 'lwo other

system are, at present, being used within the scope of specific

studies (foreign languages [8] and phrase culpladty [9]). Auser

has only to specify the structure of the wanted label vector, the

set ofcodes tobeusedbyead'ttypeofconponentani, ofcmlrse,

their syntax within a given datastructure.

111.2.2 Verification Procedure

Once labelling is over, a verification procedure is

initiated on labels. Procedures, defined on the basis of concepts

mentioned earlier (See III.l.l supra), supply an opportunity for

a correction that is interactive with the user. Such a module

ensures both a quality- and a reliability-cmtrol of the labels

produced for t're database.

111.2.3 Pecapitulating brawls

In order to label, the aperthas on hand:

-signal that can be both viewed and listeled to,

-dnforration items, disolayed as spectrogram and curves.

Description of these item: (of. Figure 1)

From left to right, we can see:

-N, the spectrun sanple nunber,

-W, the signal's clergy in (13, with an evolution curve

vs. tine,
W segments -whose boundaries are

mterialized by a umber of "<"- are semred through sutonated

segrmtation.

-the 8 ms. skeleton spectrun,

-the was, mentioned supra, displayed as histogram,

-the segmenting mm, properly speaking, that the

expert places in compondence with Marsala segue-It (A very

high proportion of autaIatically delivered hoIIogaIeous segments

get one such mark).

Various wan-pictures (mes, 5111131,...) are available, by

request, m graphic screen. '

malaumsrm-nnmcmmummc

We now look at had labelling is closely knit in the

elaboration of an APIB.

IV.lSettirgupanAHB

IV. 1 . 1 Information Retained

In order to Inset the goals, entailsi in setting up a system
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that delivers mounted fine frequential labelling, the necessary

APIB trust, in the course of carnal labelling (system priming),
asaanble all the required infatuation; nanely, information

alcoupassing all processing. phases, from the physics of vocal

signal to sophisticated linguistic notions.

Two kinds of information, hour-Net, should be distinguisled:

-Qlantitative data: signal sanples, spectral samples,

prosodic paraneters (cf. 5 II above) and infrawhmemic semen:

botmdaries.

Qualitative data: labels corresponding to linguistic

conceptual events that the expert detects in tin course of Inamal

labelling.
All such infatuation is woven into tfe APB, thanks to a

mmgement systan [10]..

IV.1.2 Relatiom

Tie managemmt system aims at tying together the various

types of infatuation, described above.

Ihmnzh a m datmtructute, various kinds of data become

associated. For ample: signal block rubber, spectrun sanple

rurber, label vectors as placed by expert... Tins, thanks to

semantic links, itans of syubolic infatuation (phrmetic concepts)
become associated with itens of somatic quantitative information

(spectnm, signal). In fact, this linking correspmdenoe is one

of tie most crucial probleus facing phonetic decoding. At least,

this is an important asslnption that the database schema we

propose, attenpts to meet. Moreover, since users need to' retrieve

phonetic concepts from any context, it because useful to weave

relations between the context that is being aramined and other

previous or submlmt contexts.

Ttus, for exmple, given s'phmene it is possible to find

out:
-its realized occurrence anmg blocks in the signal file.

f -its occur-race within the centi-seconds of the spectnm

ile,

-its phonetic context, both prior ani posterior,

-its next realization within the sane file.

The latter two types of relatio‘m are systematically created

for each label vector conponent. This retrieval schane, and the

set of links 1: mtails, lies at the very base of any W
consultation.

IV.2 Canada; the APB

In order to learn an automate! labelling systen. teval
of cmtents from various types of file is imperative (e-SH
physical sounds, spectrun, labels 13pm from expertise. ...).
Therefore, to the effect of facilitating new @1311d
—i.e., learnirg procedures- we designed a retrieval syten '10

reach all infatuation elaborated Eran the vocal signal. This type

of consultation is mde possible, dunks to the semntic links

that an... access both to mite pro-defined through labeuixs and
to relations between various datatypes. 11118. it W
realistic to set up referams such as:

mean value of energy parameter over realizations of pram

/i/ within a given corpus, utters! by a given speaker.
-mean value. of fricative formnt over realizations Of

P-class vowels (displaying tin fricative mdality),
wean value of energy parameter over all 1' phases (awaited

portion) of all occlusives within corpus,
-etc.
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At present. we have available an initial aooustic—plmetic

database, labelled for 10 speakers (7 mles, 3 femaleS)- ’me
cormses used are:
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-connected digits and logatans CVCVCV, both for C.N.E.T.

Agreamt [ll], , '

-continuous speech: "la Bise et le soleil", for G.R.E.C.0.,'

for a total of 13000 phonemes, labelled.
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The goal we set for ourselves is to help the phmetician's

expert work. We mean either to sutouatize certain tasks or to

furtIer the degree of autanatization, already achieved within the

pre-segmmtatim nodule that yields lumgenews segments. ,

As an initial step, we limit our scope to the identification

of both phoneme (C2) and mdality ((5) calpmmts of a label

vector. In the way of systan input, we already have a normative

phoIIetic transcription and a set of quantitative items of

infestation (spectrun, signal) cmceming any sequence we wish to

label. Fran this transcription, we contmplate both introducing

autarated ’aligment procedures [12], [13], [14], [15] and

cowering these with procedures that segment for events [16]. ’

By automatically placing boundaries, such procedures should

make it possible to delimit phoneme. Mearwldle, for the purpose

of fine labelling, it is equally advantageous to add procedures

for extracting acoustic and phonetic features (05).

Specifications for this phase must include:

-not only a strategy of expert labelling [17], [18], [19],

-but also learning results delivered by statistical modules,

when these are run on a base of already labelled data.

For the time being, thesystan is devised both to validate

labels, arrl as a tool serving expertise. Naif, we mean to

formalize our results, with a view to elaborating an automated

interactive labelling sytem.
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011' warm thanks to Barry laur- who joined us on the lengthy

spectrogram-reading expert's task.
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